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The latest incumbent of The Compound might be
finding time weighing heavily on her hands at this
time of year - a favourite for royalty and MPs to find
urgent visits abroad to hot climates. If Mrs T OM is
looking for a job, here are a few suggestions.
The Toll Gate is always looking for volunteers to
risk life and limb collecting the tolls.
The small boys at Dulwich College would probably welcome the warm
friendly hand of a lollipop lady.
Sunray
Gardens
needs a patrol person to
keep an eye on the
schoolboys, and to make
sure no more geese are
injured with shotgun
pellets.
As shops keep closing
in the village, perhaps
we need an Iron Lady to
open an Ironmongers?
A JAGS girl suggested
a new Chair for the Dulwich womens' libbers,
but it was decided that
the incumbent didn't
really qualify as we are
about to inhe1it a Sir
Mark and not a Lady
Carol.
Somebody else suggested a political editor
for this magazine, but
we are strictly non-political.
And finally - what about the Estates Governors? I would love to be a
fly on the wall if an EG met Mrs T.

LynnCorbyn

3,000 enfranchised freeholders, they propose to pass
planning powers to "the successor body", whose costs
would be funded by the freeholders. On the other
hand, the EGs do propose to retain the management
of post-war flats and houses. Freeholders on post-war
developments will continue to pay ever-increasing
service charges for estate management of very poor _ _ _ _ _ __,
quality, to which are added 15% management fees!
But this is not all. The 3,000 freeholders will continue to pay the EGs
a periodic management charge towards preserving the amenities of the
estate, as well as running costs of the successor body.
Second, the three Dulwich residents' organisations have not been
feuding. As evidence of the good relations and co-operation which
continue to exist, let me cite a recent example. The joint letter from the
Dulwich Society and the Dulwich Residents' Association to the Estates
Governors inviting them to abandon their proposal to withdraw. The
DVPS did not sign this letter for two reasons. First, they had already
submitted their own proposals for review and reform of the Scheme of
Management; second, they thought it was a waste of effort in view of the
Estates Governors' statement that their proposal was "not for discussion" and they were right.
Third, if we address the subject of Feudalism with reference to the
Dulwich College Estates, the main issues are the responsibilities of the
landlord towards his tenants and the rights of freeholders. When the
High Court imposed the Scheme of Management on freeholders in
January 1974, it demoted freeholders to the status of enfranchised
owners and reinstated the EGs as landlords. This is clearly not
acceptable given that recent legislation has given leaseholders and
tenants of flats who pay service charges valuable rights which are
denied to freeholders.
Owners of leasehold flats were disappointed to learn in June 1990
that plans to reform the law on leasehold had been delayed by sheer
pressure of work. But all is not lost. A proposal is expected for a new
form of ownership called Commonhold, .giving leaseholders in a block of
flats full ownership of their homes as well as a share in the block's
management company. Leaseholders' right to buy their freehold may be
proposed when the bill is discussed in Parliament.
John Aldwinck/e

In Newsletter 89 you featured an article entitled FEUDS AND FEUDALISM in which facts were fudged with fiction.
First, the Estates Governors do not want to keep all their muchdebated planning powers over residents' loft extensions. For Dulwich's
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Hospital Expansion - Cambeiwell Health Authority
has been given the go-ahead to build a new AIDS/HIV
Clinic and tender for a new Operating Theatre Block.
Approval by South East Thames Regional Health
Authority for the two separate schemes represents a
major development for healthcare in South London at
,.___ _ _....;.._..., a time when much of the countiy's hospital building
programme has been delayed or cancelled because of
the current economic climate. The operating theatres and AIDS/HIV
Unit constitute a major part of Phase l of King's 2000, Cambeiwell's
blueprint for healthcare for the future.
Construction on the £1.7 million AIDS/HIV Unit will begin in April
1991, and will include a new Genito-Urinary Medicine Outpatients
Clinic. About 10 per cent of all those who are HIV positive in Britain live
in the area served by Cambeiwell Health Authority, and part of the Unit
will comprise a facility for the testing of new drugs, in the hope of
improving the quality of life for people with HIV and AIDS.
Work should begin on the £13.1 million Operating Theatre Block in
the summer of 1991, and the complex will consist of 10 Operating
Suites, a 15-bed recovezy ward, an 18-bed intensive care unit and a new
sterilising department. The new theatres will replace those which are
currently used at King's College Hospital and which have been in
constant use since 1912. The new development gives patients access to
the latest techniques and developments over the full range of surgical
treatment, and will allow the hospital workload to expand to include
more liver, kidney and multiple organ transplantation, and to increase
the use of laparoscopic techniques.
The increased use of day surgery will be met by a new Day Surgery
Centre, also part of King's 2000, which is currently under construction.
When completed in autumn 1991 the Centre will treat around 7,000
patients a year.
Cambeiwell's Chief Executive Derek Smith said: 'The construction of
the new Operating Theatre Block, Day Surgery Centre and AIDS/HIV
Unit will ensure that King's College Hospital continues to be at the
forefront of medicine in this country."
Christopher Coe

The Old Grammar School - The Estates Governors have applied to
Southwark for a change-of-use in order, apparently, to accommodate
their successors, if any, as managers of the Scheme of Management.

Goose pimples - Regular visitors to Sunray Gardens were appalled
when someone took potshots at one of the white geese. It was taken
away by the RSPCA and cared for by a kind lady in Surrey who runs a
bird sanctuary. It's mate was lonely for several weeks, but we were all
delighted to see the goose return before Christmas. Hopefully, they will
breed in the spring.

DEADLINES - DEADLINES - DEADLINES
All copy for the next issue, be it Forum, News or What's On items,
reviews, holiday anecdotes, gourmet titbits or features, or anything else
you can think of, must be with the Editor by March 8, except by
previous agreement. Preferably, illustrations should be line drawings or
black-and-white photographs. Don't forget the fax number: 071-738
4858. The Editor reserves the right to cut or sub-edit any contributions.
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Forum - This office was sorry that Forum in the last
Newsletter upset one of our readers. We understand
she has written to the Estates Governors recording
her appreciation for their consideration and thoughtful management of the Estate over the 65 years she
has lived in College Road.
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Bequest - As a legatee under the will of the estate of the late Gerald
Fairlie, the Society is to receive a bequest of £108.96. The Society was
one of 24 legatees.
Gerald was the first to open his splendid garden at The Grange in
Grange Lane, thus paving the way for many visits where it was possible
for members to meet in, and swap notes on other gardens opened by
Society members. At 85 Gerald created his own water-garden, writes
Robin Taylor.

EG's office - A Mr Buxton, an apparent newcomer to the EG's office, is
now responsible for Licence Applications, 3rd Party Letters, and so on.
Newsletter - we hope you find the advertisements in this issue useful,
and that they will encourage you to submit yours for the next issue.
Classified ads, cost 20p per word, with a minimum charge of £2. The
advertisement will run for the three months of the Newsletter. Compare
this with the charge of £2.50 for a postcard in a newsagents for just one
month and you can see this is a bargain. Phone this office for display
advertising rates. Travel and holidays will be the theme of the next
issue. SEND YOUR ADVEITTISEMENT with PAYMENT to the Editor, by
March 8. Please include your name, address and 'phone number for our
files.

One-person parks - Southwark workers are reacting
to cost-cutting plans for reducing park staff with
dismay. So too are those members of the public who
feel that a park-keeper is never around when needed.
One-person parks could be here in 1991.
Park-keepers often deal with a wide range of
.___ _ _ _ __., awkward situations that can, sometimes, end in
violence. The police are rarely able to reach the scene of a disturbance
immediately, and it is park staff who have to deal with problems as they
arise. This can be a thankless task.
There are worries, too, for the future of those workers made
redundant. Council workers given redundancy payments are offered no
counselling about how they should manage this money. The sudden
loss of one's job followed by receipt of thousands of pounds, is a
situation with which many can not cope. Those re-employed by private
companies to do par}{ work will not necessarily find themselves talcen
on under conditions of service that are halfway acceptable by Southwark standards.
Legacy - Stanley Scott, who died at the age of eighty, left his collection
of nineteenth and twentieth century drawings, prints and books to
Dulwich Picture Gallery. At his request the collection, consisting of work
by William Nicholson, Eric Gill and Beardsley, was sold by Lawrence
Fine Art and realised £110,000 for the Gallery. Some drawings and
books on Dulwich were retained by the Gallery.
Dulwich Picture Gallery is immensely grateful to Stanley Scott for his
patronage and the Gallery proposes to create a Stanley Scott Fund to
finance publications.

Sightings - No overflights of lapwing were noted for
the two previous winters but this December have been
seen and, as so often happens, foretold the recent cold
spell. Wintering fleldfares, redwing, skylark, meadow
pipit, linnet and siskin reported on passage/winter
residence. Earlier the resident Swifts and house
martens departed at their usual times while other
residents and/ or passage birds included swallows,
pied and spotted flycatchers, several warbler species, lesser black, back
and herring gull. teal and shoveler. sparrow hawks are being seen more
frequently though much less so than the ubiquitous kestrel. nut
hatches have fewer reports than for some years past but it is
encouraging to find that tawny owls are more in evidence.
The albino squirrel on Sydenham Hill may be related to one last seen
there seven years ago. Learned members may care to advise what the
genes have been doing in the long interval when no albino was noticed.
Leaf piles being disturbed squeak to reveal hibernating frogs which
entered them not long after late dragonflies and butterflies ceased to be
on the wing. A drab moth alighted on a white kitchen cupboard door
and after reference to a popular publication was identified as a blairs
shoulder knot, which only comparatively recently began to colonise the
south of this country.
March is the time of year to look at the patches of earth in
shrubberies. Small volcanoes of loose soil, about 1 inch diameter base
and a hole in the crater mark where insects have emerged. Bees, of
differing species and sizes but black with orangey abdomen or bands
are the likely source, and may well be busy in some numbers in the
nearby vegetation.
With grateful acknowledgement to contributors.
Phone 081-6931666wilhyoursighlin!fS.

LONDON TRANSPORT - . London Transport proposes to convert bus
route P4 (Lewisham - Brixton, Lambeth Town Hall) to midibus operation
at an increased frequency, and to introduce an experimental Sunday
service to the route.
New midibus vehicles, with room for about 30 seated and 10
standing passengers, would be introduced on the route. At the same
time, the present half-hourly service during the daytime on Mondays to
Fridays would be doubled, to give a 15-minute service. The Saturday
shopping hours service would also be increased from the present 20
minutes to give a bus every 15 minutes. In the evenings, a 30-minute
service would be introduced, with last buses leaving Lewisham at 2300
and Brixton 2315. Route P4 would also be introduced, as an initial
six-month experiment to test the market for such a service, on Sundays.
Buses would run at 30 minute intervals throughout the day.

The Estates' Governors Quinquennial Management Charge - The
Estates Governors accounts indicate an increase for the quinquennium
1986-1981 of some 120% over the charge for the previous quinquennium.
This is a much larger increase than can be explained by increase in
RPI. but is due to the inclusion of items of costs not previously talcen
into account in calculating the charges. The Amenity Societies have
protested and asked for a full analysis of bills and we shall be meeting
with the Governors again shortly.
In the meantime, to sum up a long saga, enfranchised freeholders
should be warned that they will be receiving bills roughly double that of
those sent out in 1986.
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Reg Collins and I attended a meeting of the Advisory Committee on 9th
October, as representatives of the Society. We reported on the public
meeting we had held joint with The Dulwich Residents Association (at
which three Estates Governors, as individual members of the Society
were present) and that that meeting had unanimously passed a motion
requesting the Estates Governors to reconsider their decision to
withdraw from certain aspects of the Scheme of Management. The
Chairman responded that the Governors' Working Party, which had
been renamed The Scheme of Management Ad Hoc Committee, had
considered this request and had declined to reconsider the decision of
the Estates Governors.
The Estates Governors have approached the Charity Commission on
the subject of their desire to withdraw from some aspects of management of the Estate, and the Commissioners have agreed in principle.
The final decision will of course lie with the judge who hears the action
when it is brought before him, which the Estates Governors hope will be
early in the New Year.
In the meantime, the Dulwich Village PreseIVation Society had sent in
to the Governors a long and detailed paper, which can be summed up
as saying that they accepted that there was a conflict of interest between
the Estates Governors in their role as landowners, and in their role as
managers of the Scheme of Management. This is not a new point, and
indeed has been recognised by all parties ever since the inception of the
Scheme of Management. However, the same conflict of interest would
persist between the new managers of a successor body and the
representatives of the Amenity Societies and for this reason it might well
be that office holders of the Amenity Societies could be excluded from
membership of the Successor body. However, in the meantime, we shall
continue to act as representatives on the working party to discuss the
High Court application by the Estates Governors and the transition to a
new management of the Estates.
I am sorry that I can at this time say nothing more positive than
Watch This Space'. But, as I have said before.none of these negotiations
affect the status, nor standing, of the Dulwich Society.
DenysUyaft
Cha/Iman
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Members who did not attend last year's AGM will wish to know that
Captain Denys Wyatt, Chairman of the Society since 1980, announced
his decision not to seek re-election at this year's AGM.
NOTICE is hereby given that the 28th AGM of the Dulwich Society will
be held at 8pm on Thursday 7 March 1991 at St Barnabas Hall Dulwich
Village.
AGENDA
1. MINlITES of the 27th AGM held on 1 March 1990 to be read and.
approved.
2. Chairman's and sub-Committee Chairmen's reports.
3. Treasurer's report.
4. Secretary's report.
5. Election of Officers and Executive Committee members for 1991 /92:
a. President and Vice-Presidents
b. Officers
c. Members of the Executive Committee
6. Appointment of Hon. Auditor
7. Any Other Business
NOTE - Nominations for election as an Officer or member of the
Executive Committee must be submitted in writing to the EC by 2(two)
members not later than 14(fourteen) days before 7 March, and must be
endorsed by the candidate in writlng.. RULE 9.
Robin Tc?J'lor
Hon. Secretmy

P .S. Owing to the lateness of this issue it may not be possible to submit
nominations by the due date. The fourteen day rule will therefore be
waived.
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Nomination Form
I, as a member of the Dulwich Society,
hereby nominate ........................................................................ .
for election as ................................... , ........................................ .
at the Society's AGM to be held on Thursday 7 March 199 l
Signature .................................................................................. .
Address ..................................................................................... .

··································································································

King's College sports ground at Dog Kennel Hill, East Dulwich, will be
destroyed by Sainsbury's who will build a large superstore and 500
space car park. OTDOGS (OPPOSITION TO DESTRUCTION OF OPEN
GREEN SPACE) has finally conceded defeat in its continuing efforts to
prevent over 8 acres of semi-rural East Dulwich being lost forever.
The campaign gained the support of Southwark's three MPs, the
MEP, the National Playing Fields Association, Open Spaces Society,
London Sport and hundreds of local people who will be adversely
affected by the superstore and the extra traffic.
An expert has estimated that 18,750 cars will visit the superstore
every week - and the entrance will be halfway down a steep hill on a bus
route. It is also estimated that£1/2 million a week.will be sucked out of
the tills of local shops which are already struggling to smvive.
OTDOGS considers that Southwark Council committed an act of
gross irresponsibility by granting planning permission for a superstore
which will do much environmental damage and cause local shops to
close.
OTDOGS is grateful for the support it received from countless people.

I second the above nomination
Signature .................................................................................. .

CIASSIFIED ADVERrISING

Address ..................................................................................... .
\Vanted,~-------

··································································································
If duly elected, I agree to serve in the above capacity

Signature .................................................................................. .

For S a l e - - - - - - Typing Service _ _ _ __

For S a l e - - - - - - -

Address ..................................................................................... .

··································································································
Nominations should be sent to the Hon. Secretary,
Mrs Robin Taylor,
30 Walkerscroft Mead, SE21 8LJ.

Baby Sitting _ _ _ __

You could advertise here for only 20p/word - see News, Page 5

Your Guide to North Dulwich Station has been published by The
Dulwich Society and should be available on request (free) from the
station. Ifyou live in the North Dulwich area you will have probably had
a copy through your door, and may possibly have been pressed into
service delivering them along your road. TWs is being done as a service
by the Society to the local community, to publicise the excellent train
service available and to inform people about how to make use of it.
Did you know that from North Dulwich you can travel conveniently to
the West End, simply changing platforms at London Bridge, and
arriving at Charing Cross a few minutes later? Did you know that you
can connect with Thameslink trains at Tulse Hill or London Bridge, to
either of which there is a regular quarter-hourly service almost all day?
Do you know the times of the regular trains to Wimbledon or West
Croydon?
Of course, only people living in our area can be expected to care, and
this makes publicity a headache for British Rail. They need door-to-door
distribution, and the Society has been able to arrange this in the past by
the ldnd offices of the Newsletter distributors, who have agreed to take
leaflets to all the houses in their road, not just to those of members. The
leaflet also publicises the Society and includes the name and phone
number of our membership secretary.
Putting together the information isn't as simple as it sounds, but two
railway experts on our Traffic and Transport sub-committee, David
Hollis and David Freeman, combed the ·timetables and pooled their
experience of travelling on the line, so we're fairly confident that it's
accurate. At one point we were unsure what to do, as the two timetables
we were worlctng from disagreed about evening trains to Wimbledon,
but we consulted Charlie North at the station, who soon put us right.
David Hollis has also drawn a unique map of the lines we have access
to, and Charlie says he's using it to help his new assistant to get
acquainted with the system.
Back in the early spring, we co-operated with B.R. in helping to
produce a handout about the new service to West Croydon, and the
later trains in the evening. We wrote it together; they produced it, and
we distributed it.
We hoped to do the same thing with this more ambitious guide, a
three-fold sheet. But after several months delay, during which it was
almost fully drafted, B.R. found the marketing budget wouldn't run to
it. Very disappointed, we approached Hamptons, the estate agent which
shares the station frontage, and ... eureka! Andrew Lever was very
interested and said he would do his best to help us. He has been
enormously helpful in finding the right printer, encouraging us, and last
but not least, in footing the bill.

- - - - - - - - - - - - 12 - - - - - - - - - - - -

We hope the guide will fulfil its purpose of publicising GOOD PUBLIC
TRANSPORT, and we hope it will also serve to publicise the Society as
an organisation that is practical, energetic, and public-spirited.
Margaret Hanlon

More than 1500 Dulwich people wrote to our MP, Gerald Bowden, about
the South Circular earlier this year. Most of those of us who wrote
opposed new roads in the area and pressed for better public transport.
People are becoming more aware of the environmental effects of
traffic and transport. particularly the contribution of emissions of CO2
and other gasses to global warming and, at a local level. noise and
danger.
Changes in transport require both
changes in government policy and
changes in our individual ways of
getting about. One small example of
the latter is that we can now make
better use of the trains from North
Dulwich to the City and West End, which, since May this year, run
eveiy quarter of an hour and much later in the evening. The Dulwich
Society cooperated with British Rail to make this widely known locally;
British Rail printed 5,000 leaflets, which included a credit for the
Society; and the Society's volunteers distributed them. An expanded
version of this, sponsored by Hamptons. has now been prepared.
To serve the needs of those wanting to contribute towards less
environmentally damaging transport, a new national association -- The
Environmental Transport Association -- has recently been formed with
two aims:

(1) to press for better public transport and other environmentally
sensitive transport policies; and
(2) to provide membership benefits to members, such as Roadrescue
for motorists, cycle insurance and assistance for pedestrians and public
transport users.
In a sense, the ETA is a "green AA".
The Roadrescue service is provided by a long-established organisation, GESA, which has over a
thousand vehicle assistance operators throughout the UK. The service
is speedy and reliable. The cost is veiy competitive.
GESA also provides all members of the Association with a Helpline
service. Insurance services are provided by Avon Insurance and Folgate.
They include a special insurance policy. with competitive rates, for
members with environmentally sound cars and travel patterns -- such
as catalytic converters and limited annual mileage.
The new Association has been set up with help from the World Wide
Fund for Nature, because of their concern for the effects of emissions on
wild life.

The chairman of the Association is Alastair Hanton, who also chairs
our Society's Traffic and Transport Committee and who played a
prominent part in the campaign against a new South Circular road.
Members of the Society who would like more information about the new
Association are invited to ring Alastair on 081-693 2618 or ETA on
081-666 0445; if you would like to join, please fill in the coupon:
I wish to become a member of the ETA
D

Individual (£16)

Dulwich Society
Family (£28)

D

Title ....................................... Name ....................................................................................................................................................................
Address .................................................................................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................. P05tcode ................................................................................
Telephone ...............................................................................(daytime) .................................................................................... (home)
For family membership:
Name of spouse/partner .............................................................................................................................................................................
Names of any children under 18 living at above address
.................................................................................................. age ......................................................................................... age ..............

As a member of the ETA, I would like cover for my car/motorcycle under the ETA's
Roadrescue scheme. My cheque includes £38 for Roadrescue, or £48 if the vehicle to
be covered is aged 10-20. (Note: Roadrescue includes breakdown, recovery and home
rescue cover, and covers the nominated vehicle for any user.)
Make of car/motorcycle .............................................................................................. Model ...............................................................
Registration .................................................................................... Date Registered ................................................................................
Date existing Roadrescue cover expires .............................................................................................................................................

AccessMsa

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I IJ

Name on card ...................................................................................................................................................................................................
Signature .............................................................................................................................. Expiry Date .....................................................
Access and Visa orders can be made by telephone on 081-666 0445

ENVIRONMENTAL
TRANSPORT
ASSOCIATION
The Roadrescue seivjce that campa.tgns forgreener transport
The Dulwich Society has affiliated to the ETA. The Society will therefore
get a "recruitment commission" of £2 for eveiy member recruited; so. if
you join, you will also benefit the Society's finances in this way.
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Once upon a time there stood a splendid elm at the end of Burbage
Road by the old Grammar School. As we all lmow Dutch Elm disease
killed all the elms in Dulwich and in 1976 this particular tree, one of the
largest and finest in the village, had to be felled. Luckily Mr. Brian
Green had a brilliant idea of asking the Tree Surgeon to cut a slice
through the trunk of the tree and this has been in Ws garage ever since.
He had hoped to make a coffee table out of it but it proved to be much
too heavy! So in due course he generously offered it to the Dulwich
Society with the idea that it should be preserved in some way and the
rings marked with historical dates and set up somewhere in the village.
It is about 5ft by 3 l/2ft
across and took four men to
move it. There are approximately
140 rings showing it to be about
140 years old. There have been
many discussions as to how and
where to display it.
Finally this summer Mr. Max
Logan, on the Trees sub-committee undertook the extremely difficult and time-consuming task
of reducing its depth, stabilising
it with a heavy piece of marine
plywood in the back and sanding
it. After many experiments he
found he could emphasize the
rings with plastic padding. He
then applied a wax fmish and
lovingly polished every inch of it.
He delivered it to Alleyns School
in June and it was on display for
Founders' Day.
In the meantime Mr. Arthur
Chandler, Chairman of the Historical Sub-Committee, has prepared a list of events of national
and local interest during the 140
years of the tree's lifetime to be marked on the appropriate rings.
Mr. David Midgley, Head of CDT department at Alleyns, is very kindly
designing the whole display. He proposes a spiral of circular discs to be
inserted on the surface of the trunk and a glazed explanation below, all
to be mounted on a piece of marine plywood given by Mr. Max Logan.
He will arrange for the execution of this in his department.

Lastly, the Parish Council of St. Barnabas have agreed that it should
be displayed in the entrance to St. Barnabas Hall where it will be
mounted on the wall on the left hand side. We are very grateful indeed
to St. Barnabas for this because it is a place where most people will see
it including a lot of children, and it will be under cover but not subject
to central heating, both of which are very important for its preservation.
We think it will be an interesting and beautiful object and hope it will
be installed by the next Trees meeting on 7th February when Tony
Welwigwill be giving a talk on The Mystery and Magic ofTrees.
Stella Benwell

Frank Delicata

*'
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Carpentry,
Metalwork
I'
))~[/ and Renovations
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Custom designed and crafted furniture
for the kitchen, bedroom and garden,
- at affordable prices.
other specialisations:
-

Doors, windows, shutters

-- Locks & security fittings
-

Restoration

Designs and estimates given free.

YOU COULD
ADVERTISE HERE
FOR ONLY £30
FOR THREE MONTHS
SEE PAGE 5

Number 23 Rosendale Road looks like any other rambling Victorian
house in Dulwich. But in the sitting-room, the 1V set gives you a clue
that all is not so ordinary. It is a lovingly polished cabinet containing
one of the earliest television sets in the counuy. You watch it via a
mirror inside the top, which reflects the screen image to the viewer. And
the programmes it shows? Nothing so banal as Blind Date. This
majestic old model is much more likely to be tuned to the Coronation of
Queen Elizabeth the Second (modem video has its uses).
The television is just one of the treasures in The Vintage Wireless
Museum, an eclectic and eccentric showcase from that unique era
before the Sony Walkman.
Gerald Wells began his collection when he was running a wireless
repair business from 1947 to 1974. When he retired, he had so many
fascinating sets that he decided to convert his home into a museum.
"Industrial archaeology isn't it, really?" he says. "Lord Montagu did it for
cars, but nothing had been done to preserve a very interesting part of
history."
Arrive any day, any time between eleven in the morning and eleven at
night, and Gerald or some other radio buff will usually be around to
show you the collection, which has even spilled over into a shed at the
bottom of next door's garden.
Wander round. You'll probably find a bakelite set or a radiogram
you'll greet like an old friend. One you probably haven't seen before is
the Saucepan Radio, made after the war from surplus saucepans by The
Metal Box Company. This was a Government-inspired project to present
every tribe in Africa with a radio in the belief that this would unite the
continent.
'The makers did their homework," Gerald relates. 'They made the
radio pale blue on the grounds that this was the only colour that didn't
have a curse on it. They also sealed it against insects - and made it
spear-proof in case it said the wrong thing!"
So why did the Saucepan Radio fail? "It would have worked, but the
Africans weren't interested in it and being British we couldn't supply
enough Ever Readies anyway!"
The Museum's model was brought back to Dulwich by a missionary
who found a tribe near Lake Victoria worshipping it presumably in the
hope that it would speak to them again.
Gerald is constantly rescuing old sets from rubbish dumps and
dustbins and restoring them for the museum, using a hoard of vintage
spares so vast that he has 20,000 valves. For space economy, much has
to be buried in 30 black bin bags under the dining-room floor.

Telephone: 081-699 7355
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The spares also come in handy when he is repairing and restoring old
radios owned by other people. But this sideline, together with building
replica sets from original components, isn't enough to support the
museum by itself. John Paul Getty Junior, generously sponsors the
museum. Occasionally, he donates a piece, sending it over in a
chauffeur-driven car. One of the most prized exhibits is a veiy early set
owned by Lord Northcliffe at Sutton Place, and passed on to Paul Getty
Senior. But an event local celebrity-watchers will be interested in is a
visit from Paul Getty Senior in person. 'We're going to send him an
invitation this year," says Gerald.
The Vintage Wireless Museum is at 23 Rosendale Road, SE21,
081-670 3667.
Admission free, donation appreciated.
Jane Fulllival

Possibly Dulwich's best known tree the multi-limbed Zelcova opposite
the Mill pond has always been thought fairly rare at least in Dulwich.
Not so far away however, three younger specimens can be seen from
College Road by looking across the College running-track field. These
are in the private fenced-off strip of woodland between the College and
Prep playing fields and the Golf course, once well covered in shrubs and
undergrowth with an ancient footpath winding through it making a
quiet haven for wildlife, but now bare, weed-covered ground where
nothing seems to have grown since the scorched earth policy applied a
few years ago.
I mentioned recently the healthy state of a young elm in the park. I
have now discovered not fifty yards away three more young elms of
similar age and health in the grounds of the riding school. This seems
especially appropriate as this was once the site of 'The Elms" described
in a Martin and Camaby illustrated catalogue c.1900 as in " A really
unique and charming situation at the entrance to Dulwich Park
overlooking vast expanses of open countiy". It was demolished in 1909
and, for some strange reason, the site remained undeveloped until 1962
when it was leased to the Dulwich Riding School.
Talking of old houses, I am saddened to see that No .12 Alleyn Road,
not so ·long ago a perfectly preseived example of an early Victorian villa
complete with stabling and covered in creeper, is now in a soriy state
with the creeper gone and all the windows boarded up. In my collection
I have slides showing a family of foxes which resided for some years
under the garage. If they are still in residence they must be pleased by
the overgrown state of the garden! Also, what is to be the fate of the
large ex-vicarage next to St. Stephen's now all boarded up and empty?
The Dr. Webster fountain in the village is well looked after by
Southwark Council. The replica Victo1ian lantern, which cost our
Society £90 in 1977, is always kept alight at night and the plants in the
drinking trough are regularly changed. Would that they looked after the
wooden fingerposts as conscientiously. 1\vo of the seven are missing
altogether, two have all their arms missing. and the one by the Mill
pond on the original site of the first to be erected in 1802 is still leaning
slightly. Despite regular appeals to the Council's appropriate department nothing has yet been done. I fear that the final excuse will be that
of cut-backs and staff shortages.
Finally, congratulations to the restorers of 97, Dulwich Village for
putting the lantern on the front fence in working order, this being a relic
of pre-street lamp days when most residents provided their own street
illumination.
BID De Bae.rdemaecker

It is claimed that Dulwich Is rich in restaurants. I
think It Is more correct to say that Dulwich has many

restaurants. My wife and I. with initial enthusiasm
and no little cost, have visited all of them.
There is much caterer's hyperbole. What has been
missing Is properly cooked vegetables. The deadening
L . - . - - - - - - ' blandness of the microwave and mountains of salt
have seen to all that!
At the economical end of eating out, THE ALLEYN HEAD Carvery
presents well-cooked meats and poultry with no shortage of English
vegetables. The sweets, however, bear the influence of the food
technologists' scientific skills. But at the price of say £22 for two,
without wine, it is recommendable.
At a higher level of cuisine, IA COUPEE In Heme Hill consistently
presents entertaining, carefully thought-out dishes to satisfy the most
discerning palate. For a winter's night, I recommend Tripes Nicoise as a
starter with perhaps Steak Henry IV with liver pate to follow. Then, for
those with slight regard for their waistlines, the Meringue de Chef Is
recommended. This confection varies with the seasons, but remains a
gourmet's treat, not to say a sybaritic extravaganza. (I\vo large meringue
cases with ice-cream and whipped cream, coated with hot chocolate
sauce, a sprinlding of chopped nuts and toffee pieces. Yum yum yum!)
Service is unfailingly courteous, the ambience pleasing. My high
regard is obviously shared by many. Book well ahead for the weekend.
£40 for two, without wine.
Alleyn Head Carvery, Alleyn Park SE21. Phone 081-670 8354.
La Coupee, 17 Half Moon Lane, SE24. Phone 071-737 1556.
A.W.Dodd
Talce three little steps Into a certain Streatham High Street Restaurant
and you are greeted by a friendly waiter. IL CARRETO Is deceptive with
its quiet entrance and a few tables scattered around a small bar where
helpful staff will mix anything to order.
The more adventurous can pass through Into the lower part of the
restaurant where tables are spaciously placed around a small dance
floor. Soft music Is played while people eat; later a disc Jockey takes over
into the early hours. The menu is mainly Italian with a few conventional
English dishes. My only criticism was that the food was slightly toned
down from the true flavours of Italy; it lacked the real Italian spices and
tomato that should enhance the meat and pasta.
In all a delightful restaurant with courteous service. A good evening at
a reasonable price: an average of £25 a head.
Jason Nelson

A Christmas Entertainment - We enjoyed a stimulating and unusual
evening of seasonal music and readings, with wine and mince pies, on
Thursday December 6, in St Barnabas Hall. organised by Robin Taylor.
The Kingsdale dance band gave us items of silky blues, rock and stomp,
with virtuoso drummers, while ensembles of flutes, saxophones and
clarinets played classical and jazz items in an astonishing variety of
styles, and a clear soprano held her own with a carol and a solo from
Les Misenibles.
After an interval, when devoted volunteers of the Society provided the
wine and mince pies, we were entertained by the Palm Court style of the
delightful Villa Trio, making their public debut, who soothed and
entranced us with pieces by Boccherini, Strauss and Martin. All this
was interspersed with readings by members of The Dulwich Players.
What a marvellous sight to see and hear the musical expertise of the
predominantly female Kingsdale instrumentalists under the vibrant
conducting of Mrs Mary Graham, and the dance band under her
husband, Mr Barry Graham, and to hear a trio which played with such
obvious enjoyment. A super evening; many thanks from a member of
the delighted and enthusiastic audience.
Ronnie Reed

HOME IMPROVERS
Exterior & Interior Decorators,
Bathroom design & Installation,
Wall & Floor tiling
Roof repairs
Fencing & Landscape Gardening.

Ring nowJorJree estimate
081-299-1710
MrDHopper
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Theo Frankel and Gerald Fairlie
In June, members of the Garden Group (Horticultural Sub-Committee)
of the Dulwich Society met in the Picture Gallery to acknowledge the
plaques, on the wall by the main gate, commemorating Theo Frankel
and Gerald Fairlie, first and second chairman respectively of the
Sub-Committee. Bill Hale, a very active former member of the
Sub-Committee, addressed the gathering:-

'This morning as we remember Gerald Fairlie and Theo Frankel, it is
four years to the day since Theo died; next Sunday Wakehurst Place,
where Gerald's grandfather lived, starts celebrations to mark its 400th
anniversary. But we don't need these props to remember with deep
respect and affection these two characters: Theo, the extrovert Austrian
immigrant, Gerald, the reserved English gentleman, superficially so
different and yet having so much in common.
They were both "incomers" to whom the amenities, institutions, and
the community of Dulwich came to mean a very great deal and to which
they each contributed in so many ways. They were both as straight as a
gun barrel and they were both generous to a fault. There will be many
here who will recall acts of thoughtfulness and generosity. Personally I
r~m~mber that they both came to my father's funeral, though they
d1dn t know him from Adam, had never met him, as a simple act of
kindness to Lesley and me.
They both in their different ways retained their interest, curiosity and
commitment at, and past, an age when most people are letting go.
(There is a lesson there.) They were engaged and excited by each project
and opportunity that came along and they both had a rare and valuable
ability to arouse the interest and indeed the assistance of others in their
enthusiasms. Crucially they both had that indefinable something strength of character? force of personality? call it what you will, we can
recognise it but I for one can't define it and so any description must be
inadequate.
I have no doubt that many of you will have been rung up by Theo
with his latest problem which might range from etymology to entomology, from the derivation of menemene tekel uphan;jnto the life cycle of
the flea beetle. He would ring up my sister and say "Come and tell me
about the capsld bug." 'Theo you know a great deal more about the
capsid bug than I do" she would reply. "Rubbish", he would say "you
are on the wildlife committee, what's the point of having a wildlife
committee ifwe can't get advice." And she would rapidly bone up on the
capsid bug and dash up to 108 knowing that she had to get it roughly
right because he never relied on just one source if he could help it. He
trawled wide for his inspiration. I think he got his idea for securing
transport to committee meetings from Caligula. You will recall that
Caligula was the guy who made his horse a vice-chairman, - I mean
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vice- consul. We loved him and we loved his style.
And Gerald too in his laid back downbeat way could enthuse and
motivate people. I wish I understood how he did it. It can't have been the
Jaffa cakes and currant slices though they became an essential prop.
There is no doubt in my mind that Gerald took strength from his
ancestry, even though at one stage his grandfather had had to flee to
France to escape his creditors. He had a well-rooted quality - he was not
a man for built-in obsolescence, his car bore witness to that.
When we moved to our new house the first job we undertook was to
secure the roof against leaks the second was to construct a pond,
inspired by Gerald's pleasure in his pond at The Grange, and we felt
guilty that we gave priority to the roof.
As recall becomes less assured we have tended to adopt Theo's system
of plant nomenclature, which, while charming, is not without its
drawbacks. I suppose it is all right to remark how beautiful John
Robinson is looking at the moment but, if I ask Lesley to give Rosa a
short back and sides and she takes the top out of Koelreuteria
paniculata rather than kerb the propensity to wander of Montia sibirica,
tension can ensue. And there are other misunderstandings. Only a few
weeks ago I told her that I was afraid that Brian Jones was on his last
legs. Aghast she asked what was wrong. Why the frost has got him, I
explained.
Each time we make a garden visit we compare it unfavourably with
Gerald's openings which he managed to make into joyful events. The
way he remodelled his garden when he was over eighty and then threw It
open, against all his inbuilt reserve, to celebrate 50 years of ownership
was a marvel.
Theo and Gerald had one other thing in common and that ls the
support they received at home. Without Margaret and without George
and Win, one wonders how they would have possibly managed and we,
like Theo and Gerald themselves, owe them a deep debt of gratitude too.
Those of us here today know what we owe Gerald and Theo; these
plaques will tell others of those two remarkable gentlemen who made
such a unique contribution to Dulwich.
Incidentally Brian Jones has made a complete recovery and is now in
rude health and I am pleased to see that its namesake and especially his
committee are in similar fettle".
The present Chairman and committee of the Garden Group place on
record their immense pleasure at having Bill Hale spealc with such
affection of the two men whom he held in great esteem.
See pjc/ure bl Grapevjne
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The silent majority
Letting traffic find its own way - onto the pavements,
grass verges, onto what were at one time front
gardens and even into hearth and home. I refer to the
conversion of front rooms into integral garages.
As a member of the 31 per cent without permanent
access to a car and, by deliberate choice, a non-car
owner, the whingeing of the car owner is to say the least irksome. Has
walking become an unnatural activity, and cycling an offence against
natural law? It is nonsense that when we are espousing the green
cause, the second or third car, often as large as a troop carrier, is used
for child collection or posting a letter.
I await with eagerness the installation of road humps or preferably
tank traps in this road, so that once again we can cross from one side to
the other without the risk of being transformed into a passable
impersonation ofraspbeny jam.
Please - no tired comments about a return to the horse and cart.
A WDodd
Green car parks
I can't help noticing how many front gardens in Dulwich have recently
been converted into car parks. This has happened to at least three in
our part of Court Lane in the last few months. Indeed, my own front
garden was partially covered in concrete by a predecessor.
The gain to the householder may be considerable but one can't feel
overjoyed about it. The loss of amenity - gravel instead of grass, tarmac
instead of trees - is surely felt by every passer-by.
Has the Society - or any member of the Society - any ideas how such
a change could be effected with minimum disturbance to the garden?
Perforated blocks through which grass can grow? Or how a front
garden, already converted to a car park, could be replanted and
redesigned to mitigate the loss of greenness?
Alec Crawford. 12 Court Lane, SE21
Stepping out
Now that plans are afoot for an extension to the Picture Gallery, is it too
much to hope that a little thought may be given to improving the main
entrance? The steps are too high for elderly people which is a hazard on
leaving. Hence steps and a handrail I think are preferable - a good
example is nearby at Barclays Bank in the village.
Arthur Stoke.{y, 116 Burbage Road. SE24

Thank you
I should like to thank the Dulwich Society for its very
kind award of a magnificent cup to the girl(s) who
contributed the most to music at JAGS and therefore
to be acclaimed as Musicians of the Year.
We are delighted to be able to reward girls who so
readily give their services to the school in choir group
or orchestra, often with little personal glory but great distinction in both
their playing and commitment.
This year we awarded it to Anna Walton and Chloe Small, two girls in
the Upper VI who have played the viola-(a very self effacing but essential
instrument) to a very high standard, not only for the school performances but also charity performances by the Orchestra or Chamber
group. They were very worthy winners.
It was a much appreciated gesture by our premier local society and I
do hope you will convey my warmest thanks to all those concerned.
Bdgid Davies, Headmistress, James Allens Girls· School
The Local
Please allow me to tal{e Beverley Jones to task over her article in your
Summer/Autumn Newsletter. When she says the Crown & Greyhound
lacks the warmth and charm of a village pub I think she is really
confused by the term village. Dulwich of course is not a village; it is a
south London suburb and I see no farmer Giles cutting his oats or
lifting his King Edwards just across the hedgerow.
Nor a bull at the tollgate!
The Crown is a vast establishment with three bars, a restaurant.
banqueting hall and garden. It provides excellent services to a vast,
densely populated, urban sprawl and people go back for ever.
In her heart, Beverley is looking for a real village of, say, 57 cottages,
a sub-post office, and a tiny pub which squeezes in about 30 customers
including 22 locals who've turned up every day for half a century.
Both the pubs Beverley mentions do an excellent Job within their
localities and I should lmow, I have used them regularly for thirty years.
So seek ye a real olde village and, if it is daggers at dawn, leave your
challenge with Barney at the Crown.
'Pete "A Tumer, Flat H, 28 Crescent Wood Road. SE26
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I was disappointed to read Beverley Jones' somewhat
sour and unfriendly comments on the Crown &
Greyhound.
I have been using this pub for the last 50 years or
more and have seen many changes - not all for the
good. However, in my opinion the present landlord
and his wife have greatly improved both the premises
and the atmosphere since they moved to this house a few years ago. I
would like to see their endeavours rewarded by local support.
It would surely be a considerable loss to the atmosphere of the village
if the C & G were to go, even though the site might be filled with yet
another Estate Agent, a Building Society outlet or Off-Licence, or
perhaps 24 Town Houses, with two cars per house.
We are living in an urban village; and the pub matches that. If
Beverley Jones thinks that a channing little village pub could or would
be a viable proposition on that site I think she is looking for the
impossible. As it is, maybe we should be grateful that it was rebuilt as
quite an imposing Edwardian structure, and not 20 years before or 20
years later, as a 1\venties Road-house.

RI., Cooper, 29 Pickwick Road, SE21
PS. I have also been using the Dulwich Wood House since before Uncle
Rex (Palmer) had it. I suggest BJ asks her parents - in law who he was!

granting planning permission to a food giant which
will not only destroy open green space, which has
never been built on, but will also build a huge
superstore that will have a damaging impact on
Dulwich itself.

John Beasley. 6 EverlhoipC Road, SEJ5.

As a token of appreciation to Kingsdale Music for their excellent
programme, which went far to increase the enjoyment of all who were
present at the Christmas Entertainment in December, the executive
committee decided surplus monies should be donated to Kingsdale
Music. The Chairman received the following note from Mrs Mary
Graham:

Dear Caplain Uyatt,
Thankyou for your Jove/y letter and the donation of£45.22. JI is !JJ=t{y
appreciated and willgo towards buyingmore music for tl1e Music Dept.
We U1oroughfy enjoyed the concert, it had a Jove/y atmosphere.
Many thanks
Mmy Graham - Head ofmusic, Kingsda/e School

Sold out
The sale of King's College sports ground to Sainsbury's is dismissed in
four lines (Newsletter 89) yet Dulwich will feel the impact of this
superstore with its 500 space car park. The former editor of Supennarketing; who lives in Dulwich, estimates that 18,750 cars will visit the
superstore every week.
Alastair Hanton rightly states: 'There is concern in Dulwich about
the environmental impact of excessive vehicles through our streets".
Dr. Martin Heath is concerned about the greenhouse effect. Sainsbury's policy of building large superstores which attract thousands of
cars is now outmoded in the light of the United Nations' report on
global wanning. Sheer greed prevents Sainsbury's from changing its
policy.
Villagers are concerned about empty shops. A new superstore at Dog
Kennel Hill will siphon off trade from local shops in Dulwich.
Southwark Council committed an act of gross irresponsibility by

Double Ditch System
In response to Bill de Baerdemaecker's article in the autumn newsletter,
I should like to say that in the short period I have resided In Dulwich,
many times I have thought that Low Cross Wood Lane would benefit
from a double ditch system. Double ditching allows each to be cleared
on alternate years, with benefit to local wildlife and amenity and health
being greatly enhanced.
I am sure problems could be overcome sensitively and with sympathy
to the micro environment, and I should like to draw attention to Wells,
Somerset, whose chann is enhanced by the many springs of water
flowing through the streets of the city.
I appreciate that this is a vast subject but I am grateful that Dulwich
offers a forum for such things to be discussed.
Wenqy Gomez
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2 Dulwich Wood Avenue
Many readers were no doubt horrifically surprised by
the situation revealed on pages 22 and 23 of Newsletter 88. They may now be pleasantly surprised to learn
that there has after all been a happy outcome - with
fingers crossed of course, writes Tony Golds. It seems
..__ _ _ _ __. that the property speculators have, in this case at
least, been routed.
A family wishes to restore the house and its grounds into a family
residence and to live in it, as fellow members of our Dulwich Society.
That family (God bless them!) has outbid the last surviving would-be
developer ... and has tom up the Licences/Planning Permissions which
the Estates Governors and Southwark Council had so mistakenly given
away despite the objections of eve:iy neighbour and of the Dulwich
Society.
The family in question has already made much progress in the
Herculean task of eliminating the lingering vestiges of the work of the
vandals and vagrants, whose steady despoliation of the premises over
the past five years was described in Newsletter 88.
Let us wish the family well and welcome them to Dulwich. We hope
they will be with us soon.
Meanwhile, we continue to wor:iy about the possible fate of 6 Dulwich
Wood Avenue, the near neighbour of No 2. There is no longer a No 4
because that was destroyed by a bomb in World War II and is now two
rows of ugly garage forecourts. The Estates Governors still own the
freehold of No 6 and, during the past year, have managed to winkle out
the four leaseholders who had been living there. So they, too, now have
a vacant property on their hands, as had the disappointed speculator
who borrowed too much money to buy No 2.
We are trying to find out from the Estates Governors of "God's Gift to
Alleyn in Dulwich" whether they have had any suitably divine vision
about the future of this site. But they continue to maintain a Delphic,
Olympian silence.
So continue to watch this space.
Opera Giovanile
Jacqueline Nicholls is to start an opera company for talented young
opera singers newly out of music college. The company, Opera
Giovanile, will give them the chance to tackle the major roles in early
English music, which is more suitable for the less-developed voice.
The company needs sponsorship to pay Equity rates. Rehearsal time
will have to be paid for, but portable sets for touring means no
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overheads. It is hoped the company will come together
once a year for several weeks.
In the Great Hall, Dulwich College, in March, there
will be a cheese and wine reception and a recital by
young artists, specifically to raise money for production costs and publicity for the first venture. Tickets
will cost £20, and the date will be advertised around ....__ _ _ _ __.
the Village nearer the time.
Correction
We omitted to say in the last Newsletter that the Christmas Fair for
Athol House London Cheshire Home, was organized by The Friends of
Athol House. There are 75 Cheshire Homes in Britain, including the one
at 138 College Road, Dulwich, and a further 146 throughout the world.
The homes were founded by Group Captain Leonard Cheshire VC,
whose important war time work was made famous in the film Dam
Busters.

Bill Hale in Gallery Gardens
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Until Spring
Bartleys ofDulwich, 27 Dulwich Village, SE21
Hearts and Flowers, an exhibition by The Half Moon Printmakers
Thursday, Februruy 14 - 7 .45pm
DDFAS, St Barnabas Hall. Dulwich Village
Aesop's Fables Illustrated, a talk by Dr Macy Hobbs, Chichester
Cathedral Librarian.

Thursday, April 25 - 8pm
Dulwich Picture Gallery
Tomotoda Soh (violin); Dennis Lee (piano).
Thursday, May 2 - 8pm
St Barnabas Hall, Dulwich Village
Our Garden and Woodland Birds, with birdsong recordings, an
illustrated talk. (Wildlife.)

Tuesday, March 5 - 8pm
Dulwich Picture Gallery
The Foundation Schools present an evening of music and drama.
Thursday, March 7 - 8pm
St Barnabas Hall, Dulwich Village
Annual General Meeting: Dulwich Society. See news for details
concerning resolutions.
Thursday, March 14 - 7.45pm
DDFAS, St Barnabas Hall, Dulwich Village
The Horse in Painting and Sculpture, a talk by Valerie Woodgate, from
the Tate.
Thursday, March 21 - 8pm
Christ's Chapel
Christ's Chapel Choral Society.
Primroses 'the flowers that bloom in the Spring'

Thursday, April 11 - 7.45pm
DDFAS, St Barnabas Hall, Dulwich Village
Introduction to Japanese Art, a talk by Professor Robert MacMillan.

Water colour by Sonia Rollo
Hearts and Flowers exhibition.

Friday, April 12 - Sunday 14 - 7.30pm, 7.30pm & 4pm
Dulwich Youth Theatre, Dulwich College Theatre
A Midsummer Night's Dream.
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To join the Dulwich Society, please complete the form below and send it
to: Susan Lee, Membership SecretaJ.y, 12 Allison Grove, Dulwich, SE21
7ER

Name (BLOCK Capitals) ............................................................ ..
Address ..................................................................................... .

Telephone ................................................................................. .
Please tick boxes as applicable:I might talce an active part.
My particular interests are ................................................... ..
0 I enclose my cheque for £5 being the 1991 subscription

0

0

I have completed the bankers order below

I came to hear about the Dulwich Society ................................... .

Signature . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . Date ............................. ..

Please pay Barclays Bank Plc, Dulwich Branch, 20-27-19, 117 Dulwich
Village, London, SE2 l 7BL, for the credit of THE DULWICH S0CIE1Y
Account No. 40339156 the sum of £5 (five pounds) immediately; thereafter
on January 1 each year, commencing January 1 1992 quoting my I our
name(s) given below, until you receive further notice from me/us in writing.
and debit my/ our account accordingly. This instruction cancels any previous
order in favour of The Dulwich Society.

My I our account number is ....................................................... ..
Captain Denys Wyatt, Chairman of the Dulwich Society, thanked
all the Newsletter distributors and street representatives at a
get-together in Belair in October.
(Fhe Newsletter team would like to say thankyou, too - Ed)

Signature ............................................ Date ............................. .
Name (BLOCK Capitals) ............................................................. .
Address ..................................................................................... .

REMUS PRINT SERVICES LIMITED
Established in Forest Hill for 20 years, we offer a
variety of services to businesses and individuals
alike; from a wide range of wedding stationery,
personal notepaper, & business stationery, to
quality four-colour printing.
We also offer a full fax service and photocopying
in both black & white and full colour.
51 London Road, Forest Hill, SE23 3TY
Telephone: 081-699 2175 - Fax: 081-699 2716

CLASSIFIED
ADVERrISING

CADEMY
Au-Pair Agency Ltd

Wanted _ _ _ _ _ __
Puppies for sale _ _ __
You could advertise here for
only 20p/word
See News, page 5

Au-Pairs Interviewed and selected
abroad; available long term with
immediate start dates.
Please telephone 081·299 4599
Glen/ea,
Dulwich
Common,
Dtllwich. London SE2 I 7ES
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